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Abstract 
The security risk management used by some service providers is not appropriate for effective security 
enhancement. The reason is that the security risk management methods did not take into account the opinions 
of security experts, types of service, and security vulnerability-based risk assessment. Moreover, the security 
risk assessment method, which has a great influence on the risk treatment method in an information security 
risk assessment model, should be security risk assessment for fine-grained risk assessment, considering security 
vulnerability rather than security threat. Therefore, we proposed an improved information security risk 
management model and methods that consider vulnerability-based risk assessment and mitigation to enhance 
security controls considering limited security budget. Moreover, we can evaluate the security cost allocation 
strategies based on security vulnerability measurement that consider the security weight. 
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1. Introduction 

With the new development of information communication technologies (ICTs), such as autonomous 

vehicles, drones, and artificial intelligence, modern life is becoming increasingly convenient in nearly all 

areas of life. ICT is not only adopted for improving the quality of life; industry fields are also trying to 

introduce new ICTs with Industry 4.0. According to the threat report of THALES [1], a global security 

company, 63% of respondents among 1,100+ senior security executives described that their organizations 

apply new technologies without considering levels of security. The report shows that development of ICT 

without considering security technology might cause irreversible security incidents. Therefore, we need 

to consider security for safer ICT environments. 

Most companies and organizations are trying to improve their ICT security environment and increase 

security budget annually [2]. However, not all efforts that are allocated in the security cost are effective. 

According to a survey report [3], the ICT security budget is decided by boards of directors and C-level 

executives who lack expertise and knowledge about ICT security, and 81% of respondents and 42% of 

the IT security practitioners replied that the ICT security budget is less than adequately allocated. 
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Moreover, 53% of respondents rate their organization’s annual budgeting process for IT security 

activities as complex, and only 32% of respondents say the budget is appropriate based on an assessment 

of our organization’s security risks. For these reasons, we need systematic information security risk 

management methods for efficient security risk management. 

For systematic and efficient security risk management, we need to understand information security risk 

management [4] by priority. The security cost allocation, one of the risk treatment methods in information 

security risk management, is determined based on risk assessment. Therefore, we should consider risk 

assessment, risk treatment, monitoring, and review for security enhancement. 

The security risk assessment methods consist of qualitative methods and quantitative methods. In Table 

1, we summarize major risk assessment methods for information security [5]. 

 

Table 1. Major information security risk assessment methods 

Risk evaluation method Main metric 

Qualitative OCTAVE Loss = Impact/consequence * Probability 

CORAS Loss = Impact * Probability 

Quantitative ISRAM Risk = Probability of OSB * Consequence of OSB 

CORA ALE = Consequence * Frequency 

RiskWatch Risk = Frequency of a threat in a year * Cost of the resource 

OSB=occurrence of security breach. 
 

Recently, existing risk assessment methods have tended to center around the probability and damage 

using assessment factors such as frequency of threats, asset consequence, cost of the resource, etc. 

However, the target of security risk assessment should be a security vulnerability according to the attack 

paths [6-8] of Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), as shown in Fig. 1. 

The attack flow defined by OWASP starts with attacks of attackers on vulnerabilities of service 

providers. An attack using a vulnerability should be prevented or mitigated though a security control, and 

if it passes the security control, a technical or business impact occurs. Therefore, to enhance security, the 

vulnerabilities are minimized by improving a related security control. Moreover, the security threats 

consist of one or more security vulnerabilities, which should be taken into account in terms of systematic 

or continuously attacks security vulnerabilities. For the reason, the security vulnerabilities should 

evaluate rather than security threats. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  OWASP attack flow. 
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Additionally, some threat-oriented security risk assessment can be evaluated in duplicate of the same 

threats among security attack techniques. For example, data breach and data loss are different security 

threats. However, both threats have the same security vulnerability such as hijacking administrator 

accounts. Thus, existing security evaluation methods have the problem of repeatedly evaluating the same 

security vulnerability based on different security threat. Therefore, we need an accurate security risk 

assessment method based on vulnerability without duplicate risk evaluation. 

Existing security cost optimization methods [4,9,10] are aimed at calculating the security budget 

considering security environment or maximizing benefit. However, as shown in Fig. 2, the security 

control performs activities in order to prevent or mitigate security attacks based on vulnerabilities. 

Therefore, it should be a security cost allocation considering each security control rather than calculating 

the total security budget for strengthening security. In addition, the importance of security control is 

different depending on the characteristics of the provided service. Therefore, the security cost 

optimization strategies should be determined by considering the weight in the security control according 

to the provided service. Finally, according to [2], most companies determine their security budget within 

3% of their overall budget. However, since the existing security cost optimization methods do not 

consider the limited security budget but only calculate the optimal allocation budget for security 

enhancement effect, a method for optimum security cost allocation on a limited budget is needed. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, related methods are examined. In Section 3, the 

proposed security cost optimization model is explained. Section 4 describes the simulation of the 

proposed method. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of this research. 
 

 

2. Related Works 

As mentioned in the introduction, Security risk evaluation should be conducted as vulnerability-based 

security evaluations rather than threat and impact-based evaluation, such as OWASP attack flow. 

Recently, attack graphs [11,12] have been most commonly used for security evaluation based on security 

attacks such as Attack Tree [13,14] and Attack Defense Tree [15,16]. The attack graph lists the 

vulnerabilities of attack/threat to reach the attack target and helps specify the optimal attack route. 

However, attack graphs and trees address only one attack goal and do not consider correlation between 

attack nodes. We need to consider all of the potential attacks against the security in an attack perspective. 

In an optimized security cost scheme, we need to consider the minimization of security vulnerability 

or asset/business impact based on the weight of security control with regard to service type. To define 

the weight of security control according to service type, we refer to several decision-making methods 

such as the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and the Delphi method [17]. Tian et al. [18] suggested a 

novel threat evaluation model using the AHP, and Na et al. [19] proposed a definition of weight security 

control according to service type using the AHP. 

The purpose of most security enhancement schemes [20-22] is to propose a cost optimization scheme 

for the best benefit. These schemes have been researched and applied in many companies and the IT 

industries in [22]. Unfortunately, most these schemes do not take into account characteristics of various 

computing environments or target services. 

In addition, each of these schemes consider different elements when determining security cost 

allocation. Most these schemes use two basic elements: the probability of an event occurring and the 
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losses that this may incur. This is called the expected annual loss (ALE) or estimated annual cost (EAC). 

These elements are calculated for an event by simply multiplying the probability of potential losses. 

We can predict the benefit of any cost allocation strategies using return on investment (ROI) or return 

on security investment (ROSI) [23] based on ALE. This shows loss variation between before and after 

cost allocation. Recently, most security cost allocation researches using ROSI have been introduced [23-

25]. However, it is difficult to calculate ALE and risk mitigation value. Therefore, we need a systematic 

security cost optimization model based on a vulnerability analysis. 

According to [3], ROSI and TCO (total cost of ownership) are currently the most commonly used 

security cost allocation evaluation methods currently. TCO is a term for concepts that consider benefit 

on security costs in enterprises. In other words, the overall cost of using a security system is the combined 

cost of software/hardware purchases, maintenance costs, employee training, and staffing. However, TCO 

cannot be an objective security cost optimization model because the results vary depending on considered 

factors even in the same environment. 

Finally, Gordon and Loeb [20] proposed a security cost optimization model based on an analysis of 

security threat probability and vulnerability probability. However, the model proposed a security cost 

optimization method without considering the features of the system/service and limited security budget. 

In addition, the security threat probability and vulnerability probability are very difficult to calculate in 

practice. 

Different security cost optimization methods and evaluation methods have been researched. However, 

there has been minimal research regarding security control based security cost optimization model using 

security vulnerability and security controls. Consequently, we need a security cost allocation method that 

minimizes security vulnerability focused on security controls within a limited budget. 

 

 

3. Security Cost Optimization Model 

The existing security risk management models without considering security risk evaluation have some 

problems like the perspective of the vulnerability evaluation and security cost allocation evaluation that 

is different, as mentioned in the introduction. Therefore, we propose a novel security risk management 

model using advanced attack graph (AAG) and security vulnerability measurement (SVM) to optimize 

cost for security infrastructure. The model, which consists of security risk evaluation method and security 

cost allocation method, is based on risk management standard [26] established at ISO/IEC as shown in 

Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Security cost optimization model. 
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The procedure of security cost optimization model (Fig. 3) is performed in the following steps.  

(1) Service profile: identify factors that service environments and security statements such as 
service type, security controls, etc.  

(2) Vulnerability identification: identify security attack type and composition, such as security 
threat, vulnerability, etc.  

(3) Vulnerability evaluation: draw the AAG and estimate quantitative security risk using security 
vulnerabilities defined in the previous phase.  

(4) Establishing cost allocation strategy: establish optimal security cost allocation strategy 

considering security weight and constrained budget.  
(5) Cost allocation strategy evaluation: evaluate the security cost allocation strategy through 

comparing vulnerabilities before/after allocation.  
(6) Monitoring and review: monitor and analyze all steps of the security risk management 

procedure. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Procedure of security cost optimization model. 
 

In this paper, we will focus on detailed procedures of the security risk assessment and information 

security cost allocation, excluding monitoring and reviewing of the sixth phase. Moreover, this 

economical information security risk management model adopts the following assumptions: 

• One security threat (V1) consists of several security vulnerabilities ( , , … ). 
• The security controls are independent of each other in the investment of security controls. If we 

invest the security control, , it does not affect the vulnerability of other security controls ( , , … ). 
• One of the security vulnerabilities has to match one of the security controls. Moreover, one of the 

security controls has more than one vulnerability. 

• The currency used in the example is irrelevant; thus, we consider the values as plain numbers. 

In Table 2, we summarize all the notations used in this paper. 
 

Process of economical information security risk management 

We propose a new security risk management model that considers the features of a service and a limited 

security budget. The proposed model follows five steps, and the following sections will provide a detailed 
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description of each step. 

 

Table 2. Notations 

Notation Description 
 The -th vulnerability in x-th threat V = = 1,… , , =: 1, … ,  

 The -th security control SC = | = 1,… ,  

 The correlation value between (parent node) and  (child node) 

 The initial vulnerability value of vulnerability V  

 The vulnerability value of vulnerability V  after AAG formula ( ) Total vulnerability value of the security control  W  Weight of , where ∑ = 10 and ≥ 0 

 The allocated cost for security control  Z = | = 1,… ,  

 The SVM of the security control  = | = 1,… ,  

 The total vulnerability value of child nodes of vulnerability 

 The total vulnerability value of child nodes of vulnerability after investment F( ) The total vulnerability value of the security control  after investment ( ) The vulnerability value after investing investment cost  in vulnerability  ( ) The efficiency of security investment ( ) The reduction ratio of vulnerability ( ) The improvement ratio of security 

 

3.1 Step 1. Define the Service Environment Parameters 

This chapter identifies service types and environments, defines security control, and defines the weight 

of security control for each service type. 
 

Service type 

At first, we define the type of service that will define security controls and their weights. This definition 

of service type can be categorized into ICT parts (e.g., healthcare, internet of things, artificial intelligence, 

etc.) or can be categorized by service objectives (e.g., storage service, web application service, web 

desktop service, etc.). We might define service types on a variety of criteria. 
 

Security controls 

The security controls mean that the service provider is composed of classification of security functions 

or technologies. The i-th security controls ( ) is part of the security technology such as storage, process, 

network, access control, and audit [27] of the corresponding service provider. Moreover, a vulnerability 

has to match one or more security controls, and the security cost allocation method allocates only in 

security controls. 
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Moreover, the investment cost ( ) in security control  includes several costs [24]: (1) 

implementation cost ( ), (2) installation cost ( ), (3) maintenance cost ( ), and 

(4) training cost ( ). 

 =		 + + +  

 

Weights of security controls 

The security controls have different security control weights depending on characteristics of the service 

type. For example, it is important that there is availability of the service, access control, and personal 

identification information for a web service. However, in a storage service, it is important to have data 

encryption, data backup, and privilege management. 

Consequently, the weight of the security control is relatively important depending on characteristics of 

the service type. 

In 2014, to determine the weights of the security control, Na et al. [19] proposed a method to calculate 

the weight of the security control depending on the service type based on an AHP hierarchy model. The 

weight decision approach of the security control includes several decision-making methods such as an 

AHP model and the Delphi technique. 

 

3.2 Step 2. Identification of Security Vulnerabilities 

In this step, we identify the potential security threats and vulnerabilities that can occur in the 

corresponding service or system, calculate the correlation values (CVs) through correlation analysis 

between vulnerabilities, and define the mitigation rate according to security investments. These identified 

vulnerabilities and related variables are used for drawing the AAG and evaluating vulnerability (in the 

next step). 

 

Threats and vulnerabilities 

Most security attacks involve several sub-processes in order to achieve an attack goal. However, in a 

service provider aspect. However we have analyzed and defined the sub-processes of attacking 

vulnerabilities that are executed in order from one security threat. Therefore, we identify and respond to 

all of the potential security attacks on the service provider and define vulnerabilities and threats against 

attack sub-processes. The security threats consist of multiple vulnerabilities of a threat that operate in a 

regular sequence. 

 

Correlation value between parent and child vulnerability 

Since the sub-processes of attack techniques proceed in order, the vulnerabilities of parent and child in 

one security threat affect each other. For example, if the first attack sub-process is successful, the second 

attack sub-process is easier to execute. Therefore, in the security risk assessment, the correlation between 

attack nodes should be considered. For accurate security threat assessment, CVs are important and have 

a lot of influence. However, this paper does not research the derivation of correlation values. For accurate 

security threat assessment, CVs are important and have a lot of influence. However, in this paper, the 

description of derivation of CVs is omitted because it proposes an accurate security evaluation method 

using AAG. 
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Security vulnerability mitigation ratio 

Security vulnerability mitigation (SVM) rate refers to the rate at which security vulnerabilities are 

mitigated when companies or organizations invest their security budgets. This ratio is different for each 

security control and also depends on the service environment or service type. In general, this ratio can 

also be estimated from security-enhancing data (historic or static data) from security budget investments 

at the company or organization. 

 

3.3 Step 3. Evaluation of Security Vulnerabilities 

To evaluate accurate security risk assessment and select an effective security cost allocation strategy, 

this step is the most important step to determine the investment cost for each security control in the 

proposed scheme. This step consists of three processes: (1) draw the AAG, (2) evaluate the values of the 

vulnerabilities, and (3) calculate the SVM. In addition, we describe the AAG, which has shown the 

overall flow of security attack using security controls, security vulnerabilities, and threats. In addition, 

we describe estimation of the vulnerability value and how to process the vulnerability measurement. 

In exploring the security cost optimization model, this paper will be limited to proposing an AAG 

design, establishing an optimal security cost allocation strategy, and discussing how to evaluate the cost 

allocation strategy. The quantitative security risk assessment methods [28-31] and security control weight 

decision methods [19] are beyond the scope of the present paper. Therefore, we will just use existing 

quantitative security risk assessment methods and security control weight decision methods, which we 

do not propose. 

 

Design the advanced attack graph 

The AAG shows all known-attacks and sub-process that can occur on the system, and it helps to 

understand the solution for vulnerability duplicating problem. This AAG is designed for attack techniques 

and security controls as a countermeasure to the attack techniques. 

 

Repetition removal vulnerability 

As mentioned above, each security attack has a different goal and attack process. However, some sub-

processes are common to most attack techniques. Therefore, in service risk evaluation, a common sub-

process from most attacks can be duplicated, resulting in incorrect assessment results. For example, data 

breach and data loss are different security threats. However, both threats have the same security 

vulnerability such as hijacking administrator accounts. Thus, existing security evaluation methods have 

the problem of repeatedly evaluating the same security vulnerability based on different security threat. 

The important thing in this section is that the duplicated vulnerabilities are not included in the security 

risk assessment and security investment function. To solve this duplicated evaluation, we need to remove 

the duplicate vulnerability. The removal of a duplicate vulnerability in an AAG is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Match security controls with vulnerabilities 

After eliminating the duplicate vulnerability, we classify and match the vulnerabilities with relevant 

security controls. Moreover, through this process, it is possible to know the security weakness point 

because it can know the security weakness that is not matched with the security control. 
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Fig. 4. Example of an AAG structure. 

 

Draw the AAG 

The AAG is composed of Normal, AND, and OR structure (Table 3). This graph can be designed as 

shown in Fig. 5 using three structures, based on the associated security controls matched to the 

interrelationships of the vulnerabilities. In addition, each vulnerability node is a parent-child relationship 

because the attack process proceeds sequentially. In the OR structure, if more than one child node exists, 

the parent vulnerability is threatened if only one child node succeeds. In the AND structure, the parent 

node is threatened only if all the child nodes succeed in the attack. 

 

Table 3. Types of AAG structure 

Normal structure AND structure OR structure 

   

 
Because a security attack is conducted in several steps sequentially, the child node affects the parent 

node. In this paper, the influence between the child and parent nodes is defined as the CV. Therefore, we 

can calculate vulnerability values ( ) of vulnerability nodes in an AAG including the CV based on 

initial vulnerability values ( ), as in (1)–(3). 

 

Normal structure:  =	 + ( ∗ )                                         (1) 

OR structure:   = 	 + ∑( ∗ )                                          (2) 

AND structure:  = 	 + ∑( ∗ )	 	                                              (3) 
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In a normal structure, the vulnerability node ( ) is affected the CV of a single child node, while the 

OR structure affects the CV of all child nodes. The AND structure is also affected also average CV of 

child nodes. 

This AAG is designed based on attack techniques and sub-processes against the CSP; it helps to 

elucidate the security status based on security threats, vulnerabilities, and related security controls. 
 

Evaluation of quantitative vulnerability 

In AAG, duplicate vulnerabilities are eliminated, and vulnerabilities quantitatively assessing the 

number of vulnerabilities in this paragraph. In order to calculate the vulnerability value, the quantitative 

security risk assessment method was used. Many previous studies [28-31] have attempted to calculate 

vulnerability value. In this paper, the vulnerability value are calculated using the existing studies. 
 

Security vulnerability measurement 

The SVM is a criterion of the security vulnerability evaluation that considers the weight of the security 

control and the vulnerability value. We should consider the weight of the security control in the SVM 

because it has different impacts according to service type. To calculate the SVM, we need to perform 

first three processes: (i) design the AAG, (ii) define the weight of security controls, and (iii) calculate the 

vulnerability values. 

In this section, we calculate the total vulnerability value of each security control and the SVM of a 

security control depending on the corresponding weight of that security control. Consequently, the SVM 

shows a vulnerability scale for each security control based on the weight of the security controls. We can 

analyze the security enhancement benefit using the SVM. 

We classify the vulnerability value according to the security control because we will allocate in security 

controls. Therefore, ( ) is the sum of the vulnerability values in related security control , as shown 

in (4). In addition, in (5),  is determined by the multiplication of ( ) and  and the weight of 

security control . The SVM of a security service is the total  of all security controls, as follows in 

(5). Therefore, we can verify the security status of the corresponding security service through the SVM 

by considering the weight of the security control. 

 ( ) = ∑ ∑ , ℎ 	 ∈                                           (4) = ( ) ∗                                                                (5) 

 = ∑                                                                   (6) 

 

3.4 Step 4. Establish Optimal Security Cost Allocation Strategy 

In this step, we establish a security investment strategy that invests in each security control based on 

the weights of the security controls for the minimum SVM. 

 

Security cost allocation function 

If security budgets are allocated for security controls, the related vulnerabilities will be mitigated. In 

addition, the vulnerability value of the vulnerability nodes will also be reduced, and the vulnerability 

nodes may have CV in the parent-child relationship, and thus the vulnerability value may vary depending 
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on which security control budget is allocated. 

Therefore, we define cost allocation functions of this security enhancement process for vulnerability 

mitigation using three parameters: (i) an initial vulnerability value, , of a vulnerability node , (ii) 

vulnerability mitigation ratio ,  of related security control , and (iii) the affected 

vulnerability value of child node ∗ . The functions of the security vulnerability in each structure 

of the AAG are as follows: 
 ∶ ( ) = ∗ , + ∗                                  (7) ∶ ( ) = ∗ , + ∑( ∗ )                               (8) ∶ ( ) = ∗ , + ∗                               (9) 

We should classify the vulnerability value after an investment in a security control to evaluate the 

vulnerability of each security control. The total vulnerability value after investing in security control , 

denoted as ( ), is the sum of the vulnerability values of the vulnerability node associated with security 

control i. SVM is measured after allocating budget to security controls by considering the weight of each 

security control. Additionally, the sum of the SVMs of all security controls is the total SVM of the service. 

Therefore, based on total SVM of the corresponding service, we can analyze a security vulnerability and 

investment assessment. 
 

Establish a security investment strategy 

In this paragraph, we can calculate ( ) and  for each security control according to the security 

cost allocation function. Using the various parameters described above, we can formulate an optimal 

security investment strategy based on optimization theory (such as the Lagrange multiplier method) in a 

limited budget. 

To establish an optimal security investment strategy, it is necessary to define a security cost allocation 

function that can minimize the SVM using the Lagrange multiplier method in a limited security budget 

Z as follows: 
 	 = ( ( ) ∗ )								 

                              (10) 	 		 = , ℎ 	 | = 1,… , ≥ 0								 
 

As in the above formula, we can estimate the investment in each security control to be the minimum 

SVM through the Lagrange multiplier method. Moreover, we can also compare and evaluate different 

security investment strategies based on SVM. 

 

3.5 Step 5. Evaluation of Security Cost Allocation Strategy 

In this section, we analyze several security cost allocation strategies from a variety of perspectives: (i) 

total SVM after cost allocation, (ii) efficiency of security cost allocation, (iii) percentage of vulnerability 
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decrease, and (iv) percentage of security improvement. 

The functions used to analyze the cost allocation method from various perspectives are as follows: 

This function is the sum of the vulnerability value considering the weight of the security control for all 

vulnerabilities. We will compare the amount of SVM change after cost allocation. 

 

= ∗
( ∗ )																																																						

 

(11) 

To analyze the cost allocation effect rate of the cost, we define effect function ( ) as (12). ( ) 
is the effect rate, which is the amount of SVM change divided by total cost . 

 ( ) = ∑ ∑ ∑ − ( ) ∗ 															
 

(12) 

We can calculate the percentage of vulnerability decrease, which is the amount of SVM change divided 

by the SVM, as follows: 

 ( ) = ∑ ∑ ∑ − ( ) ∗∑ ∑ ∑ ( ) ∗ ∗ 100 														
 

(13) 

To verify the percentage of security enhancement, we define function ( ) as (14). 

 ( ) = ∑ ∑ ∑ ( ) ∗∑ ∑ ∑ ( ) ∗ ∗ 100 														
 

(14) 

 

4. Simulation of Proposed Model 

In connection with our proposed model and methods, we confirm the efficiency of security cost 

optimization model in this chapter. Therefore, we discuss vulnerability analysis and cost allocation in 

security controls and evaluate cost allocation methods based on three cost allocation strategies including 

our proposed model. 

 

4.1 Step 1. Security Profile 

Identification of Service Type 

In order to define the service type, we select a personalized webtop service [19]. The webtop service 

provides a highly personalized setting of an individual desktop based on web-application. We access the 

virtual desktop of a personal computer, such as contacts, e-mail, and files, on a personalized and familiar 

desktop with synchronization tools. 
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Definition of security controls 

In this paragraph, we define security controls through a security analysis of the webtop service. For 

this simulation, we define security controls according to [27]. 

The security controls in [27] are as follows: 

• SC1: Storage (S) 

• SC2: Process (P) 

• SC3: Network (N) 

• SC4: Access Control (AC) 

• SC5: Audit (AU) 
 

Definition of Security control weight 

To calculate the SVM in a webtop service, we first define the weights of the security controls. 

In this paper, we define five security controls (Storage, Processing, Network, Access Control, and 

Audit) according to the ANP method of [19]. Therefore, we define the weights of the security controls 

for the webtop service as shown in Table 4. 
 

Table 4. Weights of security controls in webtop 

Security control S P N AC AU Total 

Weight 0.58 2.14 4.17 2.04 1.07 10 

 

4.2 Step 2. Vulnerability Identification 

Identification of threats and vulnerabilities 

Among the critical security threats, we select and define five threats and an attack technique for each. 

Moreover, we define the vulnerabilities of each attack sub-process as shown in Fig. 5. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Major security threats. 

 

• Data Breach: APT attack process to Google datacenter [16] = , , , ,  

• Data Loss : Willful data damage = , ,  

• Service/Account Hijacking: XSS attack [32] 
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= , ,  

• Insecure API: Insecure direct object references = ,  

• Malicious Insider: Memory dump scanning [33] = , ,  
 

Definition of correlation value 

The CV is a value that affects the vulnerability value between child and parent node. In this simulation, 

however, all CVs are defined as 0.1 to simplify the evaluation process. 
 

Definition of security vulnerability mitigation ratio 

It is important to define appropriate vulnerability mitigation functions and values to establish an 

optimal security investment strategy. 

The mitigation function for the ratio of security vulnerability mitigation was defined based on the 

probability of security breaches in existing security improvement models of [28,30,34,35]. 

The mitigation function for the security vulnerability mitigation ratio ,  is as follows: 
 , = 	 ( + 1) , ℎ 	 , ≥ 0 

 

We can calculate parameters α  and β  of the security vulnerability mitigation function from the 

statistical or historical data of the security cost allocation. For example, if 36 vulnerability values change 

when there are 100 cost with 100 vulnerability values, we determine that parameters	α and β are 0.079 

and 0.468, respectively. In this example, we define the vulnerability mitigation ratio based on historical 

data. 

In this section, we define the values of variables α and β as shown in Table 5 and Fig. 6. 
 

Table 5. Values of variables α and β 

      α 0.078 0.073 0.077 0.047 0.068 β 0.103 0.123 0.162 0.236 0.249 
 

 
Fig. 6.  Mitigation ratio of security vulnerability. 
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4.3 Step 3. Vulnerability Evaluation 

Design of AAG for webtop services 

To design an AAG, two processes need to be performed first. The first is to eliminate duplicate 

vulnerabilities, and the second is to match each vulnerability with a security control. 

Through the security profile of the webtop service, we detected duplicate vulnerabilities by obtaining 

the password ( , , , and ) and  accessing the data ( , 	 ,	and 	 ). We then eliminate 

duplicate vulnerabilities and match the vulnerability with the related security control. 

After two processes, the following AAG is drawn as shown in Fig. 7. 
 

 
Fig. 7.  Designed AAG of security simulation. 

 

Evaluation of quantitative vulnerabilities 

The vulnerability nodes de-duplicated through AAG are assessed and define initial vulnerability value 

based on the existing quantitative security assessment methods [28-31], as shown in Table 6. 
 

Table 6. Attack-node configurations 

Vulnerability Parent node Child node  Related SC 

  - 45 SC2 

   21 SC4 

  , ,  56 SC1 

   17 SC4 

  ,  13 SC4 

 -  15 SC2 

  - 57 SC3 

   21 SC4 

  - 63 SC5 

  - 24 SC2 

   21 SC4 

Total   353  
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The vulnerability values are calculated by considering the initial vulnerability value and the CV of the 

corresponding vulnerability node. In addition, it classifies vulnerability nodes according to each security 

control and calculates the total vulnerability value in each security control based on Table 6, as shown in 

Table 7. 
 

Table 7. Summary of security controls 

Security control Correlated vulnerabilities Sum of  Sum of  

SC1  56 63.56 

SC2 , ,  81 85.564 

SC3  57 57 

SC4 , , , ,  96 121.192 

SC5  63 63 

Total  353 390.316 

 
Security vulnerability measurement 

The SVM is calculated as a vulnerability value of each vulnerability and the weight of the security 

control using (2)-(4) as Tables 8 and 9. 
 

Table 8. Vulnerability values of attack nodes after security cost allocation 

Vulnerabilities Vulnerability values ( ) SVM Security controls 

 45 96.3 SC2 

 25.5 52.02 SC4 

 63.56 36.865 SC1 

 23.356 47.646 SC4 

 21.636 44.137 SC4 

 17.164 36.73 SC2 

 57 237.69 SC3 

 26.7 54.468 SC4 

 63 67.41 SC5 

 24 48.96 SC4 

 23.4 50.076 SC2 

Total 390.316 772.302  

 

Table 9. Security control vulnerability measurement 

Security controls Vulnerabilities SVM 

SC1  36.865 

SC2 , ,  183.106 

SC3  237.69 

SC4 , ,	 , ,  247.231 

SC5  67.41 

Total  772.302 

 

4.4 Step 4. Investment Strategy 

In this section, we obtain optimal security cost allocation strategy using SVM and the security cost 

allocation function. 
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The security cost allocation function is as follow: 
 Minimum	SVM =	 ( ) ∗5

=1
4
=1

5
	 =1  

Subject	to	 =5
=1 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 = 500 

 

We can obtain the optimal cost allocation of security controls based on Lagrange multiplier method as 

shown in Table 10 and Fig. 8. 
 

Table 10. Costs allocation of each security control 

      Total 

Investment cost 8.832 102.428 159.943 167.366 61.432 500 

 

 
Fig. 8. Security vulnerability measurement after 500 security cost. 

 

4.5 Step 5. Cost Allocation Strategy Evaluation 

In the previous sections, we addressed the security enhancement model in order to minimize the SVM 

for a limited security budget in the computing environment. 

In this section, we will simulate the security cost allocation strategies with a selected service [7], a 

webtop service with a limited security budget using previously defined parameters (vulnerability, 

Security Controls, SVM, etc.). 

The following assumptions are made for the factors of the environment for the cost allocation 

evaluation: 

The three scenarios are as follows. 

• Strategy 1. Equality cost allocation: This equality cost allocation method allocates the same 
cost for each security control. 

• Strategy 2. Cost allocation according to weight of the security control: This method 
determines the cost based on the weight of the security control according to service type. The 
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cost allocation rate is the same as the rate of security control weight. 

• Strategy 3. Our proposed model:  We determine the cost allocation  for each security control 
using our scheme for the minimum SVM. 

 

We identify the most efficient cost allocation  method through simulation with three scenarios. 

 

Evaluation security cost allocation strategies 

We assign security cost allocation strategies to the three strategies mentioned above. The proposed 

model determines the appropriate security cost allocation for each security control by using the language 

multiplier method, which is an optimization method for efficient security cost allocation as Table 11. 

The results for , which is the vulnerability value after cost allocation, are shown in Table 12 for 

each security cost allocation strategy. In addition, the SVM change amount −  is used to calculate ( ), ( ), and ( ). 
 

Table 11. Costs of each cost allocation strategy 

 Storage Process Network Access control Audit Total 

Strategy 1 100 100 100 100 100 500 

Strategy 2 29 107 208.5 101.5 54 500 

Our model 8.832 102.428 159.943 167.366 61.432 500 

 

Table 12. Result of security cost allocation strategies 

 Strategy1 Strategy2 Our model SVM 772.3 772.3 772.3 iSVM 550.96 541.83 536.93 ( ) 0.4427 0.4609 0.4707 ( ) (%) 28.6595 29.8419 30.4760 ( ) (%) 140.1728 142.5352 143.8352 

 
As can be seen in Table 10 and Fig. 8, with a limited security budget (500) in a webtop service, we 

certify that an  of 536.93 for our proposal model is a more effective cost allocation strategy than an 

 of 550.96 for the equality cost allocation strategy and an  of 541.83 for the weight-oriented 

cost allocation strategy. 

We compare strategy1 with our model and Strategy2 with proposed model to understand the results of 

the cost allocation, as shown in Table 13. The SVM of our model is 14.03 and 4.9 less than strategy1 and 

strategy2 respectively. For the effective cost allocation with a 500 security budget, our model has a 0.028 

and 0.0098 more effective cost allocation than strategy1 and strategy2, respectively. With the reduced 

vulnerability ratio, the proposed model shows 1.8165% and 0.6341% better reduction vulnerability ratios 

compared to Strategy1 and Strategy2, respectively. Finally, proposed model shows a 3.6624% and 1.3% 

higher security improvement ratio compared to Strategy1 and Strategy2, respectively. 

This evaluation shows that proposed model that considers the weights of the security controls provides 

a more effective security cost allocation strategy than the equality cost allocation (Strategy1) and the cost 

allocation scheme according to the rate of security control weights (Strategy2). 
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Table 13. Comparison of security cost allocation strategies 

Comparison with our model Strategy1 Strategy2 

 -14.03 -4.9 ( ) 0.028 0.0098 ( ) (%) 1.8165 0.6341 ( ) (%) 3.6624 1.3 

 
 

 
Fig. 9.  Relative comparison of SVM among investment strategies. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Security vulnerability measurement after cost allocation. 

 

In Fig. 9, we show SVM of each cost allocation strategies from 100 to 1000 cost. It is shown that the 

proposed model is the most effective cost allocation strategy when increasing cost. 

Additionally, we compare the relative values of the SVM as shown in Fig. 10. When the indicator is 

defined by Strategy1 (average 1.0) and Strategy2 (average 1.0167), our model (average 1.02573) are the 

most effective. Consequentially, we verify that the proposed model is the most effective cost allocation 

strategy among security cost allocation strategies in a webtop service. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper, instead of evaluating security risks based on security attacks and threats, we analyzed the 

security control composition and weight by analyzing corresponding service characteristics and service 

environment, and proposed an effective security enhancement scheme based on the analysis results. In 

addition, the problem of duplicate vulnerability evaluation of the existing security threat assessment 

method was solved through AAG, and limited security budget was considered. 

Although this paper has covered many content security assessment methods and budget allocation 

methods, we can summarize them in three contributions. First, we proposed a new vulnerability 

evaluation method using an AAG that considers repetition removal vulnerability and CV between nodes. 

Second, our proposed scheme provides a security cost allocation strategy according to service type. Since 

each service type has a different security control weight, we consider the weight of the security control 

when establishing an optimal security cost allocation strategy. Finally, in the proposed scheme, the budget 

is limited. In fact, many companies and organizations spend a lot of budget for security enhancement, 

however these budgets are planned and used in a yearly budget, so the budget invested in security is 

limited. However, the existing security enhancement schemes do not consider this part, so the proposed 

method will help to plan the necessary budget for effective security enhancement. 

We proposed the optimal security cost allocation method considering the service environment through 

the three contributions mentioned above. However, the proposed method does not describe how to define 

CV values. Defining CV values requires analysis and forecasting based on historical data for the service. 

However, the study of data analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. In future work, we will define CV 

values using big data analysis or machine learning based analysis methods using various environmental 

variables and data analysis results. 
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